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I spent six months in Leipzig, Germany during 2012, where I worked on two 
projects, one printed at stein_werk in Leipzig and the other at Keystone Editions 
in Berlin.  While Leipzig is known for the painters of the New Leipzig School, 
I might argue that with the city’s long graphic history along with the current 
revitalization of fine art printing by artists and printers, that Leipzig should be a 
destination for printmaking. One of my favorite places to visit in the city is the 
Museum für Druckkunst (Museum for Print Arts). My breath caught as I first 
made my way through its extensive collection of working presses, a type found-
ry, and bookbindery.  Each floor is cared for by a technician who demonstrates 
the different pieces of equipment (the demonstration on the second floor in-
cludes casting for visitors a few pieces of lead type).  
Up on the fourth floor, Mr. Müller demonstrates the linotype setter with the flare 
of a concert pianist. While Mr. Müller doesn’t speak English and my German is 
abysmal we formed a fast friendship out of our mutual love of presses and admi-
ration for their incredible mechanics.



Mr. Müller was a linotype setter during the GDR.  In 
an interview I conducted with him during my time in 
Leipzig, he spoke multiple times of how he tended 
with care for the linotype setter he worked on during 
those years, about the close relationship he formed 
with it.  Apparently, the man who worked on the 
machine at night left it in terrible shape leaving it to 
Mr. Müller to repair and clean it the following day.  I 
can relate to this unique relationship with a piece of 
printing equipment.  There is something compelling 
in the orchestration of repetitive movements which 
along with the physicality of the process has bonded 
me with each lithography press I have worked on.



Early sketches.

The Fingerpresse prints were based on one of the automated Zyl-
inderdruckpressen (cylinder press) in the museum’s collection.  Mr. 
Müller indulged my desire to see this press in action multiple times.  I 
was fascinated by the orchestration of its moving parts, and amused 
by the elegance and contrast of the wooded slats that flipped and 
stacked the finished prints (hence my naming the press Fingerpresse, 
finger-press).  And not to be ignored was the accompanying sound of 
the press which resonated through my body; a sort of rhythmic music 
with the grinding of the wheel and gears, the sliding and slamming 
of the press bed, ending with the clicking at the end of each rotation.  
In my prints, the noise and movement of the press is represented by 
the gesture and spacing of the green, ochre, and red-orange shapes, 
while the violet-gray shape is a distillation of a section of the press.



The inspiration for the color scheme.



That fall I traveled to Berlin to collaborate with the master print-
ers at Keystone Editions.  



Aquatint Lithography

Unlike conventional lithography where the stone is grained start-
ing with a course carborundum grit of 80 or 100, working up to 
a fine 220 grit that polishes the stone to a fine tooth, aquatint 
lithography is achieved by graining the stone using only 80 grit.

Gum Arabic is used to stop out the non-image areas.



The stone is rolled up in black ink.  Ink deposits onto the hills 
creating a random dot pattern.  The stone must be rolled up 
very carefully to avoid filling the valleys with ink and creating a 
flat.  Technically this is a form of relief lithography.

For the final edition, the stone is printed twice, first with a violet 
gray then with a green gray, to achieve depth of color.  Expert 
skill in registration is required to maintain the aquatint like affect.



Film for the photo-litho plates is created using cut paper glued 
to a sheet of acetate.

Sarah Dudley and Ulrich Kühle proofing an early photo plate.  
This plate was ultimately not used.





Sarah Dudley adding her chop to finalize  the BAT.Proofing color.



My greatest thanks to Suzanne Richter, Director of the Museum 
für Druckkunst, Mr. Müller, and Sarah Dudley and Ulrich Kühle 
of Keystone Editions, and to all the supporters who helped fund 
the project through my Kickstarter campaign. 

Fingerpresse Green, 2012
Color lithograph (stone and photoplate), 30” x 22” 

Fingerpresse Ochre, 2012
Color lithograph (stone and photoplate), 30” x 22” 

Fingerpresse Red-Orange, 2012
Color lithograph (stone and photoplate), 30” x 22” 
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